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Who is AMO?

AMOpportunities creates U.S. clinical experiences for international medical students and graduates.

Our services and online platform enable U.S. hospitals and clinics to open their doors to the international community.
Meet Our Founders!

**KYLE SWINSKY, CEO**

Kyle founded the company alongside COO Ben Bradley in 2013, at his alma mater the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Kyle later went on to get his MBA at The University of Chicago Booth School of Business while serving as the CEO for AMOpportunities.

**BEN BRADLEY, COO**

Ben founded the company alongside CEO Kyle Swinsky in 2013, at his alma mater the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Ben later went on to get his JD/MBA at The Kellogg School of Management at Northwestern University while serving as the COO for AMOpportunities.
Where We’re At

SINCE OUR LAUNCH…

Since our launch in March 2013, we’ve helped 3,500 international medical students and graduates attend clinical rotations across the United States and virtually. We’ve raised $6.5 million in funding and developed partnerships with notable institutions such as MedStar Georgetown University Hospital, UChicago Medicine, University of Miami Health System, UI Health, and more.
AMO Helps 250+ Clinical Sites
AMO Represents Top Medical Schools
Social Statistics

@AMOPPORTUNITIES

- Instagram: 64.5K Followers
- Facebook: 502,231 Followers
- Twitter: 1,354 Followers
- LinkedIn: 1,550 Followers
- YouTube: 1,090 Subscribers
Case Study: Saint Anthony Hospital

A PARTNERSHIP PROVIDING CLINICAL ROTATIONS

In June 2018, AMOpportunities and Saint Anthony Hospital, a community hospital on Chicago’s west side, announced the formation of a partnership to provide international medical trainees and graduates with access to hospital-based clinical rotations. In November 2018, Saint Anthony Hospital hosted their first AMO visitor.

Two years later, a third-party agreement with Universidad Autónoma de Guadalajara School of Medicine, a top medical school in Mexico, established a pipeline between Saint Anthony Hospital and UAG. Through this agreement, the school sends a biannual cohort of medical trainees to Saint Anthony Hospital in Chicago for six months to complete their core curriculum requirements. This agreement gives students the clinical training they need to become U.S. physicians and addresses the demand for foreign-trained physicians practicing at U.S. community hospitals to combat the looming physician shortage.

While at Saint Anthony Hospital, UAG trainees undergo a rotation experience that meets the curriculum requirements outlined by UAG. Trainees’ rotation costs are covered by tuition payments already paid to UAG. “This partnership with AMO gives SAH the opportunity to train some of the best medical students from highly prestigious schools around the world,” says Romeen Lavani, MD, vice president of business development and chairman of pediatrics and medical education, Saint Anthony Hospital.

SAH physicians have already found the benefit in a partnership with AMO. “They’re organized. They’re efficient. And they take away a lot of the work that has to do with bringing [in] students. It’s all the good without the bad,” says Alfredo Mena Lora, MD, precepting physician, Saint Anthony Hospital.

International medical graduates not affiliated with UAG can also attend clinical rotations at Saint Anthony Hospital through AMO in all specialties for six- to twelve-week clerkships and four-week electives.

“This partnership with AMO gives SAH the opportunity to train some of the best medical students from highly prestigious schools around the world,” says Romeen Lavani, MD, vice president of business development and chairman of pediatrics and medical education, Saint Anthony Hospital.
Meet Our Visitors

Our visitors come from a diverse range of countries, backgrounds, and education levels. Here’s an overview of those who rotated in 2020.

GENDERS OUR VISITORS IDENTIFY AS

- 46.6% Male
- 53.6% Female

PLACES OUR VISITORS CALL HOME

VISITOR EDUCATION STATUS

- 46.8% Students
- 1.8% Pre-Medical Students
- 51.4% Graduates

TOP SCHOOLS OUR VISITORS ATTEND

- RCSI
- Jagiellonian University Medical College
- Trinity College Dublin
- Al Faisal
- PUMS
- The University of Jordan
“This was one of the best decisions I have ever made regarding my academic training. By the end of the rotation, I can sincerely say that I became more confident in my clinical skills.”

ANA MARIA, ROMANIA
Cardiology Clinical Experience
Chicago, IL - Saint Anthony Hospital

“I chose to pursue a career in medicine because I love helping others. During my rotation, I was able to do just that. I am thankful to AMO for making this experience possible!”

YURI, BRAZIL
Internal Medicine Clinical Experience
New York, NY – Soho Health Clinic
AMOpportunities Closes Series A at $5.4 Million

AMOpportunities Forms Partnership with AMSA

AMOpportunities Expands to the U.K.

Expanding Clinical Training

AMOpportunities Launches Virtual Clinical Experiences

AMOpportunities Partners With We All Live Here to Create Mural at A.N. Pritzker School
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MEDIA INQUIRIES

Want to learn more? Contact Brittany today!